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Things we are going to do
The importance of doing research well

 Look at instances of: 

- research misconduct and consequences

- questionable research practices

- common mistakes that people make

 Science’s reproducibility and replicability crisis

- statistical overreach

 When things go wrong

 Best practice when designing your own research project



Doing research well: Research misconduct

Fanelli, D., 2009. How Many Scientists Fabricate and Falsify Research? A Systematic Review 

and Meta-Analysis of Survey Data: 

 Meta-analysis: On average, 1.97% of respondents admitted to have fabricated, 

falsified or modified data or results at least once 

 Up to 33.7% admitted to questionable research practices. 



Research misconduct

Fanelli, D., 2009. How Many Scientists Fabricate and Falsify Research? A Systematic Review 
and Meta-Analysis of Survey Data: 

 Meta-analysis: On average, 1.97% of respondents admitted to have fabricated, 
falsified or modified data or results at least once 

 Up to 33.7% admitted to questionable research practices. 

 In surveys asking about the behaviour of colleagues, 14.12% knew of falsification 
and up to 72% knew of other questionable research practices. 



“The MMR 

Vaccine 

Does not

cause 

Autism”

• Measles, Mumps, Rubella Vaccine

• Recommended Infant Immunization since 1971

• Administration:

– Once between 12-18 months and again between 4-6 years old

Andrew Wakefield published a 

study in the Lancet arguing he 

had found the cause of autism in 

1998



Falsification of data
 1998 Lancet paper that implied a link between the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine and a “new 

syndrome” of autism and bowel disease.

 Critics quickly pointed out that the paper was a small case series with no controls, used incorrect 

procedures, and relied on parental recall and beliefs, biased sample

- emerged he had altered numerous facts

- undisclosed conflict of interest – received 435k from lawyers as part of a lawsuit against 

manufactures of MMR vaccine

- Some parents in the study were recruited by a UK lawyer preparing a lawsuit against the 

manufacturers of the MMR vaccine



Damage

 Before Wakefield paper, vaccination rates were at 92% in the UK. After publishing 

they fell to below 80%.  Increased illness and death.

 CDC, WHO and dozens of others report that there is no correlation between 

autism and the MMR vaccine, but the battle to restore parents’ trust in the vaccine 

is ongoing.





Fraud
• Jan Hendrik Schön is a German physicist who briefly rose to prominence after a series of apparent 

breakthroughs (recipient of Otto-Klung-Weberbank Prize for Physics in 2001, Braunschweig Prize in 2001 
and Outstanding Young Investigator Award of the Materials Research Society in 2002).

• He claimed to have developed a transistor on a molecular scale.

- It would have been the beginning of a move away from silicon-based electronics and towards 
organic electronics! 

• In 2001 he was listed as an author on an average of one newly published research paper every eight days

• Soon after he published his work, others in the physics community alleged that Schön's data contained 
‘anomalies’. 
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Ok so these are extreme examples of serious misconduct (fortunately very rare) but what about 

less obvious questionable research practices?

 Researcher conducts a number of experiments to test a hypothesis (4 out of the 5 provide significant results – what do you 

do with the fifth?)

 A survey question is phrased in a certain fashion to motivate a particular response or simply you ask a question in a certain 

tone to point the participant in a particular direction.

 Outliers left out from the analysis with no justifiable reason.

 ‘Selective’ selection of control variables. Unjustified selection of one type of analytical model over another

 Artificially selecting subsets of data to work with

 Study is underpowered (e.g. theory suggests small effect sizes (if any)) but sample size is very small for research question

 Hypothesising after the results are known– exploratory work can be okay but should be as open and transparent as 

possible

 Plagiarism from the work of another – could also be ideas gleaned from other work and passed off as your own.

 We have discussed all these in one form or the other during the module to date



Statistical overreach
 Fortunately, vast vast majority of people (researchers, students etc.) do the right 

thing

 Most problems (including those in the slide before) are not the results of ‘bad’ 
people doing ‘bad’ things

- rather the results of flawed methodological choices

- knowledge gap when it comes to research methods
- observational data is inherently random

 If you look hard enough you can often find something that is ‘statistically significant’ 
- painting a picture – think back to kidney cancer example last week relating to differences between urban and rural areas

Not every finding has a causal explanation – can just be random noise

- . But our brains are such that we can, and do, find patterns in noise



Let’s look at some troubling trends



Clinical trials

 Before carrying out a clinical trial, all outcomes that will be measured (e.g. blood 

pressure after one year of treatment) should be pre-specified in a trial protocol, 

and on a clinical trial registry.

 Why? 



Clinical trials

 Before carrying out a clinical trial, all outcomes that will be measured (e.g. blood 

pressure after one year of treatment) should be pre-specified in a trial protocol, 

and on a clinical trial registry.

 Why? 

- If researchers measure lots of things, some of those things are likely to give a positive 

result by random chance (a false positive).

 Distorts the evidence we use to make real world decisions







Some questions to always ask? Who collected the 

information?

 Should we be sceptical/suspicious?

- might the researchers have an agenda?

- does the researcher have the requisite expertise?



Let’s look at some troubling trends
 Relationship between Funding Source and Conclusion among Nutrition-Related Scientific Articles: 

http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0040005&type=printable

 Split studies about nutritional value of beverages into two groups

- sponsored by industry v not sponsored by industry

 Article conclusion was significantly related to funding source

- articles funded entirely by industry were approximately four to eight times more likely to be favourable to the 
financial interests of the sponsors!

 None of the interventional studies with all industry support had an unfavourable conclusion

 Industry funding of nutrition-related scientific articles may bias conclusions in favour of sponsors’ products, with 
potentially significant implications for public health

http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0040005&type=printable


Capitalisation on chance
 What’s the problem – systematic capitalisation on chance

- ‘many researchers torture the data until they confess’

 How? – Researcher degrees of freedom regarding methodological choices

- may include or delete outliers?

- select a particular combination of control variables after testing many and selecting 
the one that leads to the best fit?

- maintaining flexibility in design and analytic models, including the attempt of a variety of 
data exclusion or transformation methods, and reporting just a subset

Hypothesising after results are known

- mistaking exploratory as confirmatory



 Now let’s critically assess some research findings











Power poise
 Study tested whether posing in high-powered nonverbal displays (as opposed to low-

power nonverbal displays) would cause neuroendocrine and behavioural changes for both 

male and female participants.

 21 people assigned to a high-powered pose and 21 to a low powered pose

 Findings suggest that posing in high powered displays causes physiological, psychological, 

and behavioural changes









 The fluctuating female vote: politics, religion, and the ovulatory cycle.

 Abstract

 Each month, many women experience an ovulatory cycle that regulates fertility. 
Although research has found that this cycle influences women's mating preferences, we 
proposed that it might also change women's political and religious views. Building on 
theory suggesting that political and religious orientation are linked to reproductive goals, 
we tested how fertility influenced women's politics, religiosity, and voting in the 2012 
U.S. presidential election. In two studies with large and diverse samples, ovulation had 
drastically different effects on single women and women in committed relationships. 
Ovulation led single women to become more liberal, less religious, and more 
likely to vote for Barack Obama. In contrast, ovulation led women in committed 
relationships to become more conservative, more religious, and more likely to 
vote for Mitt Romney. In addition, ovulation-induced changes in political orientation 
mediated women's voting behavior. Overall, the ovulatory cycle not only influences 
women's politics but also appears to do so differently for single women than for women 
in relationships.



No significant main effect – e.g. ovulation was not related with political preferences

Effects only became observable when looking at different groups and in different 

circumstances

Taken from the paper: An important contribution of this research is that ovulation had opposite effects for 

women who were single or dating compared with those who were married or engaged. We believe that 

the key difference between these two groups is that married or engaged women are more invested in 

their relationship and therefore would have considerably more to lose if their relationship were 

endangered. 

Perhaps no reason to believe a priori that you would observe this relationship and data is 

inherently ‘noisy’

- means you are likely at the mercy of sampling luck



Taken from the paper: An important contribution of this research is that ovulation had opposite effects for women 
who were single or dating compared with those who were married or engaged. We believe that the key difference 
between these two groups is that married or engaged women are more invested in their relationship and therefore 
would have considerably more to lose if their relationship were endangered. 

An alternative possible explanation that is perhaps just as likely to be true as above: We looked at the 
data in a number of different ways.  We had no firm a priori hypothesis to test with this data set. When examining 
the data we uncovered some significant sub-group differences. For some groups we found a significant pattern and 
others we didn’t or in the opposite direction. This is consistent with having a ‘relatively’ low sample size and 
inevitably a lot of statistical noise 

In no sense is there any reason to believe that the researchers in any of these studies deliberately did 
anything wrong and it is quite possible that their estimates are in fact ‘true’.

- Fair to say however that findings are overstated
- Levels of uncertainty are really high and other non-causal explanations for the observed patterns are 
very evident – and this is my key point



Other random published stuff
 Shark attacks influence election outcomes

 Female hurricanes deadlier than male hurricanes

 Subliminal smiley faces can affect attitudes towards immigrants

 Fat arms affect political attitudes

 Do they pass the laugh test



Science’s replicability crisis

 Replicability of studies has been questioned in many fields

 RPP replicated 100 of the most famous studies in psychology and found a 

significant effect in the same direction as the original study just 36% of the time

 EERP replicated 18 laboratory projects in economics – 61% success



 Nosek, Spies and Motyl: “The real problem is that the incentives for publishable 

results can be at odds with the incentives for accurate results. This produces a 

conflict of interest. The conflict may increase the likelihood of design, analysis, and 

reporting decisions that inflate the proportion of false results in the published 

literature.”

 Published and true are not synonyms.



What should we do?
 Study effects in context not in isolation

- carefully review the previous literature and situate your findings within that literature

 Choices should be informed by theory (not best fit)– always provide clear justification for why a 
particular approach is followed 

 Provide a clear justification for each of our analytical steps – e.g. choice of model, control variables and 
exclusion of outliers should all have a theoretical justification

 Describe hypotheses in an ‘open and honest’ manner

 Be wary of low powered studies

 Be wary of our own tendency for confirmation bias (this is always a battle for me!)



What we should do

For your dissertations, the process is what is really important not necessarily the result.

Have you a clearly specified research question(s)

Have you clearly identified a research gap

Have you specified why this research question is important

Are your methodological choices reasonable and appropriate

Are your analytical steps properly justified and appropriate for the data

Are your conclusions warranted based on the analysis undertaken

The success or otherwise when it comes to how I grade these does not depend on whether 
you obtain the magic p value.



Extra reading
This is a very interesting presentation given by Andrew Gelman on this topic (many of the 
examples I use here come from this fascinating talk: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc1hkFC2c1E&t=5s

Capitalisation on chance: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-017-0081-0

P hacking and the garden of forking paths: 
http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/research/unpublished/p_hacking.pdf

Feeling the future: https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Feeling_the_Future

 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Texas_sharpshooter_fallacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc1hkFC2c1E&t=5s
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-017-0081-0
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